Abstract
Introduction
Atmospheric blur degrades the image due to variety of factors like long-time exposure, wind speed and due to temperature. In earth's atmosphere dust particles and aerosols revolving that reflects the light before reaches to camera lens. Images can be degraded due to fluctuation in the refractive index of atmosphere [1] . The images may be affected due to temperatures i.e. winter and summer season. In winter, haze or fog effect occurs thus the visibility of scene is not so clear and get degraded image [7] . We often seen mirage when capturing image at hot places or summer season.
The degradation model of imagine system can be define as, (1) Where, is the degraded image, in which denotes the two-dimensional linear convolution operation, is the original image and is point spread function is the additive noise [3] . For study of turbulence effect, we will consider scenario of stars; the effect of turbulence at a given moment is to split the images of star into multiple speckles that create jitter around as the atmosphere changes. Each speckles is about the size of diffraction limited PSF (Point Spread Function) [5] , [9] . The blurring of images causes two problems: 1) Light from closely separated objects is blended together and objects may not be recognized as separable, this is known as confusion. 2) Light from a single object is spread over a larger angular area making it tough to detect against noisy background. The effects to atmospheric turbulence can be measured by calculating the scintillation index. This index is related to the standard deviation and mean of the intensity distribution in an image [2] .
The point spread function of atmospheric turbulence image can be described using a Gaussian function. (2) Here, determines the quantity of spread of the blur in image, and the constant is to be chosen so that above equation is satisfied [4] .
In this paper we used feed forward neural network to restore image using first order feature of image i.e., mean value of each pixel [6] . This method is capable to handle both spatially varying blur and shift-invariant atmospheric blur images. 
Artificial Neural Network
Artificial neural network is an information paradigm which is inspired by our biological nervous system, like brain and processing system. In which artificial neurons are interconnected to each other through weights [14] , [16] . It can be trained through the supervised learning process.
It can be classified into two types:
 Simple neural network
 Fuzzy neural network

Simple Neural Network
The simple neural network is a two layers or multilayer feed-forward and feedback network with M input and N output units. Each input unit is connected to each of the output units, and each connection is associated with weight, which are denoted as respectively or the strength of the connection. The inputs and the weights are real values [10] . A negative value for a weight indicates an inhibitory connection while a positive value indicates an excitatory one. Although in biological neurons, has a negative value, it may be assigned a positive value in artificial neuron models. The output unit is assigned with activation through which modelled the output of network. The Figure2 shows architecture of multilayer feed-forward network. Input layer hidden layer output layer A negative value for a weight indicates an inhibitory connection while a positive value indicates an excitatory one. Although in biological neurons, has a negative value, it may be assigned a positive value in artificial neuron models. The output unit is assigned with activation through which modelled the output of network.
Fuzzy Neural Network
A fuzzy neural network or neuro-fuzzy system is a combination of neural network and fuzzy logic. Neural network have advantages in the area of learning, classification and optimization whereas fuzzy logic has advantages in area such as reasoning on a high level i.e., semantic or linguistic [12] . This network can work on realistic problem of world where the information is incomplete, wrong or contradictory and this process may be time consuming and error prone.
Neuro-fuzzy system combines the advantages of fuzzy systems, which deal with explicit knowledge, which can be explained and understood, and neural network, which deal implicit knowledge which can be acquired by learning [10] , [13] . Neural network learning provides a good way to adjust the expert's knowledge and automatically generate additional fuzzy rules and membership functions, to meet certain specification. The neural network advantages has own, i.e., adapt to unknown situation, robustness, autonomous learning. Where, fuzzy logic enhances the generalization capability of network system by providing more reliable output when extrapolation is needed beyond the limits of training data The neural network and fuzzy has own advantages and disadvantages but by combination of both may completely disappear the disadvantages [15] . The structure of neuro-fuzzy system is shown in figure given below:
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Back Propagation Algorithm
The error back propagation algorithm is used for training multilayer feed-forward neural network, so that the network can be trained to capture the mapping implicit in the given input and output matrix or pattern pairs. The back propagation generalized the least square algorithm that modifies network weights to minimize the mean square error between desired and actual output [8] . The back propagation algorithm falls into the general category of gradient descent algorithms based delta-learning rule, which intend to find the minima/maxima of a function by iteratively moving in the direction of the Where, is the error value, is the desired value and is the observed value at output layer.
In this algorithm, the weights are initializing with some small random values. In the feed forward network each input unit ( receives an input signal and transmits this signal to each of the hidden layers . Then each hidden layer calculates the activation functions and sends its signal to each output unit. The output unit calculates the activation function to form the response of net value of the given input signal or pattern [11] . Then each output unit compares its computed activation with its target value to determine the associated error for that input pattern with that unit. Based on error, the factor is calculated and used to distribute error at output unit back to all units in the previous layer. Similarly, the error factor is computed at each hidden layer . So that weights are updated using the factor and activation function.
A gradient descent strategy is adopted to minimize the error. The chain rule for differentiation turns out to be (4) This can be simplified into, We use the batch learning scheme for weight updating. All the training vector assign to the network and the change in all weights is computed from each input vector. Then at the end we update the weights according to the sum of all updates. Thus the weight update is only performed after every epoch. 
Neural Network Model Features
A. Activation Function
The user also has an option of three activation functions for the neurons:
Bipolar sigmoid:
Tan hyperbolic:
Radial basis function:
This activation functions are common to all the neurons in the ANN.
A. Hidden Layers and Nodes
We train feed forward network to restore blur image. It has an arbitrary number of hidden layers and hidden nodes, so that user can decide according to situation of blurry images.
B. Stopping Criterion
The rate of convergence for the back propagation algorithm can be controlled by the learning rate . A larger value of would ensure faster convergence, however it may cause the algorithm to oscillate around the minima, whereas a smaller value of would cause the convergence to be very slow [17] .We need to have some stopping criterion for the algorithm as well, to ensure that it does not run forever. For our experiments, we use a three-fold stopping criterion. The back propagation algorithm stops if any of the following conditions are met:

The change in error from one iteration to the next falls below a threshold that the user can set.
The error value begins to increase. There is a relaxation factor here as well that allows minimal increase as it is also observed that the error tends to increase by small amount and then decrease again.
If the number of iterations (or epochs) goes beyond a certain limit. In our case the limit is set to 300.
C. Momentum Factor
The main purpose of the momentum factor is to accelerate the convergence of error back propagation algorithm. This method makes the current weight adjustment with a fraction of the previous weight adjustment. It is found that momentum allows the network to adjust large weight as long as the correction proceeds in the same direction of several patterns. By using momentum the network does not proceed in the direction of gradient, but travels in the direction of combination of the current direction and the previous direction where the weight updating is made.
The weight updating for back propagation with the momentum is given as, (16) (17) is called the momentum factor and is the learning rate. It ranges from .
Proposed Methodology
For the successfully deployment of our proposed work, firstly, we take input of original image for training the neural network. The pre-processing process has to perform on image before training of network. In pre-processing process, we will normalize the size of image into blocks and also normalize pixel value of image by converting image into double integer type and divided by 255. We have to reshape the image from 2-D to 1-D as input data in neural network. Further, a new feed-forward network of 20 hidden layer and one output layer is designed. The activation function will be associated with each layer of network described above and randomly initializes the weights of network. Then, Take input of blurred image and pre-process image as above discussed.
After the above process, neural network will compute the error of image by calculating the MSE (Mean Square Error). Then we will set the parameter of back propagation algorithm to train the network according to original image. After, each iteration weights are updated and compute error. We use the batch learning scheme for weight updating. All the training vector assign to the network and the change in all weights is computed from each input vector. Then at the end we update the weights according to the sum of all updates. Thus the weight update is only performed after every epoch. If error is acceptable after validation check then stop the network and save weights of network. The validation check is used to prevent network from stuck in local minima. Get restored image after simulating the network and convert from 1-D to 2-D.
The following steps are performed given below:
Step-1.
Take input of original image
Step-2. Normalize size of image into blocks.
Step-3. Normalize image by dividing with .
Step-4. Take input blurred image and perform Step 2 and Step 3.
Step-5.
Reshape input and blurred image from 2-D * to 1-D * .
Step-6. Create a new feed-forward neural network 20 hidden layer and one output layer. The tangent sigmoidal and uniform activation function is associated with each hidden and output layer respectively.
Step-7. Randomly initializes weight of network to train network by back propagation algorithm and set parameter for stop the training.
Step-8. Apply blurred image to trained network to get restored image.
Step-9.
Reshape image data from 1-D * to 2-D * .
Step-10. Finally get restored image.
The block diagram of proposed method is shown in Figure 4 . In which we train feed forward neural network will train through using back propagation algorithm. Original image is used to train network and adjust weights of network to get output image same as original image. Then weights of network will be saved. After it apply blurred image to trained network to get restored image. Then calculate mean square error of restored image.
Figure 4. The Block Diagram of our Proposed Method
We train the network using back propagation algorithm and the flow chart of algorithm shown in Figure 5 . 
Result Analysis
We perform restoration process using our proposed methodology on four images and get the result. The result is given below: Compare the PSNR value of restored image using our proposed methodology to other existing techniques The result get by using proposed methodology is comapered with other existing methodology. By analysing the result we have found our methodolgy provide better or acceptable result.
Similarly, perform test on noisy image, to check robustness of proposed method in the presence of noise. We add noise impulse noise in an image. Now train the network for noisy images and perform several iterations to minimize the error of image. After the training network simulate the network for noisy and restored image, and then calculate the PSNR value of restored image. The PSNR values are given below: 
Conclusion and Future Scope
Atmospheric restoration technique is depth field in which a large scope to do research work and have to increase efficiency of existing algorithm. In this paper we proposed a method for restoring atmospheric degraded image using neural network. We described about neural network and training algorithm by which train the network and also discuss first order feature by which initialize the weights of network. The results obtained by our methodology are acceptable and better than other existing techniques.
The work can be extended in future by using fuzzy neural network and genetic algorithm to get much better result than existing method.
